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Dear Pastor, a  short and to the point  word to you, if I may  …  

Present culture  requires  specific, God-honoring Kingdom  action  on our part  IF  we truly       
seek to help God’s flock in Christ.  We  cannot  be lost in  yesteryear  activities.  Presentries
demand we respond accordingly, NOW, not 10 years from now.  Since the  antichrist ( ax )  is
now no longer restrained, we need to respond to  contemporary  issues and concerns tied to this
brief era before the  war against the Saints  and  before our Lord Jesus’ initial appearing.  I 
write this letter with a high degree of  urgency !

Our world has changed.  In response, we need to take more intentional steps toward  redeeming
the time  in THIS context:  We must be heralding God’s Counsel concerning the  end of days  –
OUR DAYS!  THIS topic of  the days just prior to Christ’s return  is now pressingly current 
AND  is of eternal significance.  Let’s put secondary topics (like managing finances, principles
of child rearing, healing from divorce, etc.) at the right level of priority.   Instead of only spend-
ing time on valid, yet less important topics, may we also address  TODAY’S  more significant
concerns  in light of God’s Word, again: especially the ones having  eternal  consequences.

Here’s one of many matters to include in faithful  Ambassadoring  on Jesus Christ’s behalf …

 Let’s be honest and declare the following warnings concerning views which
 contribute to  dangerous states  of  ill-preparedness in these  end of days :

      The following perspectives are a threat and we need to name them.  They include,
.

 The  Pan-Trib  views which  belittle  explicit Bible Truths on end-time matters;
.

The  Preterit  views which  deny  eschatological Truths are applicable for today;
.

 The  Pre-Trib  views which  teach  the Church will not be present during
 the early efforts of the  ax (antichrist) – once he becomes public. 

 How can we engage in this worthy effort in a proactive manner?   One way …
.

 Teach   Bible Truths  concerning the  end of days  (as opposed to popular 
 contemporary church traditions and, as stated above, as opposed to
 addressing things so secondary to the end-time crises at hand).
 
IF  we can be of help to you in end-time Gospel and Discipleship ministries at this time, please
contact us.  We’d love to come and spend some time with you and the congregation which God
has entrusted to your protective watch-care efforts. 

Dr. Jon Swanson email email@endmin.org         Our  ONLINE  efforts include:

 phone  503.505.0850       www.EnduranceMinistries.online 
            ( Biographical information 

mail Endurance Ministries  is also posted on this site. )
 P.O. Box 92098      www.FinalTrumpet.online 
 Portland, OR  97292      
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